Home Learning Grid
Week beginning:
Class name:
Teacher’s weekly message:

15th June 2020
Rabbits
Hello Rabbits,
Hope you are keeping well and have been keeping busy with our Home Learning Activities. This week I have been working really hard on
our Art Curriculum for next year and doing a lot of online courses about Maths, Art and supporting children with anxiety; obviously,
the Art course was my favourite! I have also had some online meetings, one of which was with Mr Glenton and Mrs Anderson, it was
great to see their faces again, I am missing everyone so much!
Of course, Mrs Webb has been crafting this week but she has also been learning Italian online! Ben fatto! However, most importantly
her dog Oscar had a well overdue visit from the dog groomers, Mrs Webb now has enough fur to stuff a cushion which I’m sure could
make with ease! Remember to keep in touch, we love receiving your emails! Stay safe, love Miss Skidmore and Mrs Webb.

This grid will give you some ideas of activities you can do at home. Try and complete one activity from each section (column) every day (Mon-Fri).

English

Maths

Wider Curriculum

Family Fun

This week is National Refugee Week, broaden your
understanding by completing the following reading
comprehension activity.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-e-2249-ks2refugee-week-differentiated-reading-comprehensionactivity

Log on to Timetables Rockstarts and beat your best
score!
I will be checking the leader board to see who wins the
title!

Mrs Webb has been baking this week and delivered an
‘Afternoon Tea’ to her Aunt who is shielding. Can you
bake a delicious treat, following a recipe carefully?
Perhaps you too can deliver them safely to friends and
family to enjoy too!

Practise your spellings (found in your organiser) by
writing them in a range of different ways; bubbles,
multicolours, in petals, etc.

Watch the following clip to find out about the
difference between analogue and digital time.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkfycdm/article
s/zcrmqty
Write a timetable for your day using analogue and
digital time.
Include what time you get up, lunchtime, exercise, etc.

Monday 15th June is Nature
Photography Day.
Using a digital camera, iPad, mobile
phone (whatever you have available
and have permission to use) and
experience nature from a different viewpoint. Get up
close and personal and see what amazing pictures you
can capture.
Grow your own crystals. Follow this link for instructions
https://www.stem.org.uk/system/files/elibraryresources/legacy_files_migrated/2280808_growing%20crystals.pdf
On my art course I learnt about Kigurumi which is a
Japanese term for a costumed character, usually an
animal. They are a bit like a mascot as they use them to
represent something. Can you design a Kigurumi for
Edmondsley? Think about symbols important that may
represent our school and promise.

These adjectives are quite boring;
Big, nice, dark, happy, old, sad, small
Write them in different bubbles and around them think
of at least 4 new adjectives that mean the same but are
much more exciting!
Chose a book you have never read before to read. If
there are any words you are unsure of look them up
using a dictionary, or online if you don’t have one.

Write the following times in digital time.
3pm 5:30pm 7am 12:30pm 8pm 9am

Eye of newt, and toe of frog, wool of bat, and tongue of
dog, adder's fork,
and blind-worm's sting, lizard's leg, and howlet's wing…”
– from Macbeth by William Shakespeare
Can you write your own recipe for a magic potion? Think
carefully about what it may include and what effect it
might have on whoever drinks it!
Use subheadings, bullet points and imperative verbs.

I have 5 envelopes, each containing 2 cards from a set
of 0-9 digit cards. The sum of the two cards inside
each envelope is written on the front. Which digit cards
are in each envelope?
How many different ways combinations can you find?

Can you learn a new language like Mrs Webb? Maybe you
could challenge yourself to learn your numbers in French
and have a game of bingo with your family reading the
numbers aloud in French then English.
Newspaper dancing! (Best played with others)
Each player begins by standing on a large piece of
newspaper. When the music plays you move off your
newspaper and show off your best dance moves! When
the music stops you need to stand back on your
newspaper, you cannot touch the floor. When everyone
is ready, fold the newspaper to make it smaller and
start to dance again.
Keep playing until you can’t stand on the paper anymore.
How well can you balance?

It’s going to be another wet week. Choose a movie to
watch together, snuggle up and enjoy.

Go for a walk somewhere local, this may be in woodland
to the beach or nearby farmland and see what habitats
you can find.
Look on
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/
417980/habitats-spotter-sheets for some guides to
help you.
Play a board game together or create one of your own.
You might even arrange to borrow or swap a board game
from a friend or family member.
Sunday 21st June is Father’s Day.
In preparation, I made a picture
using papercutting for my Dad, it
has leaves and garden tools on as
he loves to be outdoors gardening.
Why don’t you make a card or
picture for your Dad or another
special man in your life such as a Grandfather, Uncle or
maybe even a brother!

